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Two versions of semantics of the typed A-calculus with substitution are given. The first uses a 
global environments object which is the domain of all interpreted terms. while the second uses 
individual environments objects for each term. The algebraic properties of the environments 
object(s) play a central role in showing that the interpretation function is invariant under the 
operational semantics given by substitution. 
1. Introduction 
By the typed A-calculus with substitution, we mean the ordinary typed lambda 
calculus with explicit substitution as in [l] and [7] except that we treat the usual 
lambda calculus with explicit variables (cf. [8]) w h ereas Hardin and Levy’s work is 
all done with de Bruijn notation. The usual rule for p-reduction which says that 
( Ax.f)g + [ glx]f treats the substitution of g for x in f as a one-step process, even 
though this substitution is defined by recursive rules depending on the structure of 
f. It is assumed that these steps are carried out in some meta-realm, independent 
of the reduction steps involved in P-reducing a term to normal form. But, it is a 
familiar feature of computer implementations of the A-calculus that this optimistic 
assumption leads to many difficulties (see [5,6]). For instance, [7] is the first place 
where it is shown that if substitutions are explictly included in the rewrite rules, 
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then they result in a confluent system. (Note that this is specifically for the de 
Bruijn syntax.) We are not concerned with such syntactic results here, but rather 
with describing a semantics with values in a Cartesian closed category for this 
situation. This aspect of semantics is totally ignored in the standard treatment of 
the A-calculus in [lo] to which we refer the interested reader. Here we study the 
environment model of the typed lambda calculus in a Cartesian closed category. It 
turns out that there is an algebra of environments whose properties are exactly 
what is needed to interpret substitutions. There are two kinds of environment 
models, those based on global environments and those based on local environ- 
ments. Both kinds are treated here. The collection of rewrite rules for the typed 
A-calculus with substitution determines an operational semantics for it, symbolized 
by f $ g. The denotational semantics in a Cartesian closed category C is indicated 
bY Nfllc, which assigns objects in C to types and morphisms in C to terms. The 
main result is that 
if f + g , then KflL = KglL ; 
i.e., if terms are operationally equivalent, then their denotations in any Cartesian 
closed category are equal. 
2. The syntax and operational semantics of the A-calculus with substitution 
2.1. Syntax 
Substitution is a basic ingredient in the lambda calculus, and its analysis in this 
context is one of the main contributions of the A-calculus to general mathematical 
understanding. It is the main ingredient of the operational semantics of the 
lambda calculus. 
2.1. Definition. A typed h-calculus L consists of types and terms of each type. 
(i) The set Type of types is given recursively as follows: There is a finite or 
countable set B of basic types and if (T and r are types then [a+ r] is a type. A 
grammar for types is given by 
T::=bl[7-+7], where bEB. 
(ii) For each type T, there are a countable set, Var’, of variables of type 7, and 
a finite or countable set, Const’ of constants of type T. We set, Atom’= 
Var’ + Const’, of atoms of type 7. If Const’ = @ for all types 7, then L is called a 
pure typed h-calculus. 
(iii) Write f: 7 for ‘f is a term of type 7’. The set Terms’ of terms of type r is 
described recursively as follows: (a) Terms’ > Atom’. (b) If f : [a -+ T] and g: IT, 
then (fg):T. (c) If g:T and x E Var”, then (hx:a.g) : [a+ T]. 
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A grammar for terms is given by f :: = x 1 c I( ff) I( Ax.f), where x is a variable 
and c is a constant. Only terms satisfying the above type restrictions are admitted 
in this grammar. (Actually, there should be separate, interlinked grammars for 
each type.) 
Note that if B = 0, then there are no types at all, and hence no terms. This is an 
acceptable case, giving the empty A-calculus. 
An important role is played by the free variable function FV which takes terms 
to finite sets of variables. The following notation will be used in order to describe 
it succinctly: 
Var = l_, Var’ , Const = U Const’ , 
~ETypr ~ETypc 
P,(Var) = the set of finite subsets of Var, 
Terms = U Terms’ , 
retype 
type : Terms+ Type is the function taking terms of type r to r . 
Thus, f: c if and only if type(f) = (T. 
2.2. Definition. FV : Terms+ P,(Var) is the function defined by structural recur- 
sion as follows: 
(i) If x E Var, then FV(x) = {x}. 
(ii) If c E Const, then FV(c) = 0. 
(iii) FV(( fg)) = FV( f) U FV( g). 
(iv) FV(( hx.g)) = FV( g) - {x}. 
A term f is called closed or a program if FV( f) = 0. 
2.2. Operational semantics 
2.3. Definition. (Operational semantics) The operational semantics consists of 
some of the following rewrite rules. We use ‘+’ here to mean that the left-hand 
side rewrites to the right-hand side in a single step. The transitive closure of 3 is 
written as **. 
(i) (cu-conversion) (hx.f)+(Ay.[ylx]f) provided yj??FV(f). 
(ii) (p-conversion) (Ax.f)g 3 [glx]f (see below). 
(iii) (n-conversion) (Ax.f)x + f (or the reverse rule). 
(iv) (rewrite schemes) 
h+k h+k fJg 
(a) (hg)+(kg) (b) (fh)+(fk) (‘I (Ax.f)+(A&d 
(v) (6-conversion) Special rewrite rules for constants. 
2.4. Definition. Let x E Var and f,g E Terms with type(x) = type(f). Then the 
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operation [f/x]g of substituting f for x in g is defined recursively by the following 
rules: 
(i) [ f/x]c + c if c is a constant. 
(ii) [f/x1x 3 f. 
(iii) [f/x] y j y if y # x and y is a variable. 
(iv) [fixI 3 (([f/xlh)([f/xlk)). 
(4 [f/xl(Ax.g) 3 (Ax.g) (i.e., do not substitute for bound variables). 
(vi) [f~xl(hy.g)~(Ay.[f~xlg) ifxfy andyF’FV(f). 
(vii) [ f/x]( Ay.g) + ( Az.[ f/x][zly]g) if x # y and y E FV( f), where z # x, z # 
y, type(z) = type(y), and z gFV[ f] U FV[g]. (This prevents the capture of free 
variables.) 
2.5. Definition. The pure A-calculus with substitution (based on a set B of basic 
types) L is the A-calculus in which (i) the set of basic types is B, (ii) there are no 
constant terms, (iii) the rewrite rules are given by a-conversion, p-conversion, 
and the three rules in Definition 2.3(iv), (iv) substitution is given by the rules in 
Definition 2.4. 
3. Denotational semantics for the typed A-calculus with substitution: The global 
environment model 
Let C be a Cartesian closed category with countable products. A global 
environment model, denotational semantics for L in C, consists of an interpreta- 
tion of types in L as objects in C and terms as morphisms in C whose domains are 
all equal to an environment object in C and whose codomains depend on their 
types. To express things in a simple form, we need some notation describing what 
happens to products when their sets of indices are changed. 
3.1. Definition. (i) Let I and J be index sets and let h : J+ I be a function. If 
{X, 1 i E Z} is a family of objects in a category C with products, then 
prh : ni,, Xi+n,E, xh(,) 
denotes the morphism, called a generalized projection, 
that is uniquely determined by the requirement that pr,oprh = prh(,); i.e., prh = 
(pr,,(,) I i E J> y where pr, is the jth projection morphism. Notice that if an 
element i E I is replaced by its name, name(i) : l+ I, then pri = pr,,,,(,,. 
(ii) In partic u ar, 1 if h is the inclusion of a subset J into I, then 
prJ=pr,,:nX,-nXi. 
rtl rEJ 
(iii) If h is the inclusion of the complement of a single element i,, of I, then 
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3.2. Definition. Let L be a pure h-calculus with substitution based on B. 
(i) A type interpretation of L in C consists of a function D : Type+ obj(C) 
such that: 
(a) If b E B, then D(b) E obj(C) is some user chosen object in C. 
(b) NC+ ~1) = [D(~)+ D(41,. 
We frequently write D, for D(a). 
(ii) The object of global environments is the product Env = nxEVar Dtyp+). 
(iii) If f ~Terms, then the object of local environments for f is the product 
Env(f> = n Qyp+~ 
xEFV(f) 
In order to describe the interpretation of terms in C, we need an operation of 
updating an environment. The usual expression, p[ d/x], for an updated environ- 
ment depends on an environment p, a variable x, and an element d in Dtypecxj, 
and produces a new environment. It can be regarded as a function from 
Env x Dtype(X) to Env. Since Env is defined as a product in C, morphisms into it 
are determined by their projections onto each factor. 
3.3. Definition. For each x E Var, update, : Env X Dtypecxj - Env is the unique 
morphism such that for every w EVar, pr,,,~update, = prwopr, if w fx, and 
pr, oupdate, = pr2. Here, pr, and pr2 refer to the projections from the product 
Env x I&z(X) to its two factors. 
3.4. Definition. For each type T, the term interpretation function [[-I], : 
TermsI-+ C(Env, D7) is defined recursively by the clauses: 
(i) [[x:T]]~ = pr, : Env+ DT. 
(ii) If f : [CT+ T] and g:a, then 
[Kfs>ll, = ars.2 ([[fll,,-+ [ML) : Env+ Q . 
(iii) If f :T, then 
w:~~fll,~-T, = curry( [[ f]], 0 update,) : Env-, [D, -+ D,] . 
Part (ii) makes sense since [[ f]]rg_7, : Env+ [D, + D,] and [[g]], : Em+ D, 
SO 
([[fll,~+Tp [[sll, > :Env-, P, + Ql x D, . 
To make sense of part (iii), we have to clarify what morphism is being curried. 
But if u = type(x), then update, : Env x D, + Env, so [[f]], oupdate, : Env X 
Dm-+ D,. 
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If, instead of update,, we use the curried version, update: : Env+ 
]D typr(xj+ Env], then there is an equally nice formula for the semantics of an 
abstraction: 
[[Ax:a.f]],,_,, = [id,,,--, [[f]],]oupdate,# : Env+ [DO+ D,] . 
However, the operations described in Proposition 3.7 for the environments 
algebra no longer have a reasonable and easily recognizable form, so we do not 
use this formulation here. 
Our main goal is to show that the intended meaning of the A-calculus embodied 
in the rewrite rules that constitute the operational semantics of the language 
agrees with denotational semantics given by the interpretation function. Thus, we 
want to show that if f+* g then [[f]] = [[g]]. It is, of course, sufficient to prove 
this for a single step f 3 g. Some preliminary results are required before this can 
be carried out. 
3.5. Proposition. Z~:T, then [[f]], : E nv+ D, factors through Env( f ). (That is, 
[[f]], depends only on the free variables off.) 
Proof. It must be shown that [[f]], = [[f]]:oprF,(fj for some 
[[f]]: : Env( f)-+ D,. Th’ is is proven by structural induction 
Consider the case of an abstraction: 
= curry([[fll,oupdate,) 
= curvU[fll: ‘P’FV(f) wdate.J 
= cuw([[fll~ owda%,f o(~rFV(hx.fj x DtypcJ) 
- curry([[f]]: o”pdatex,/) “prFV(hx.f, ’ 
This follows from the diagram (see Definition 4.2) 
Env x Dtypew 
update, 
PTFV(AX f)xDtypc(,, 
suitable morphism 
on the form of f. 
update,,f 
EM hx:f) x Dtypecxj - En:(f) 
rrr11;b 
-D, 
in which the triangle commutes by the definition of [[f]]:. As for the rectangle, it 
is easy to see that the compositions of both paths with prW : Env( f)+ Dtypecwj are 
the same for all w E FV( f). 0 
Next, the definition of an interpretation has to be extended to substitutions. 
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3.6. Definition. Let f:r and x:r. Then [[f/x]] : Env-+ Env is the unique morphism 
such that 
pr, 0 KfWl = pr, if w # x, and pr, 0 [[f/xl] = [[f]], ; 
i.e., [[f/x]] = (u, 1 w~Var), where U, =pr, if wfx and U, = [[f]],. 
There are many relations between the morphisms [[f]], [[fix]], and update,. 
Some of them are listed in the following proposition which provides the crucial 
technical tools for the main result of this section. 
3.7. Proposition. (The global environments algebra) 
(i) Kf~xll = update, o (idEnv, [[fll) . 
(ii) If V is a subset of Var and y jZV, then 
prv oupdate, = prv opr, : Env x DtypeCyj - 5” QW+) . 
Here, pr, is the projection from Env X D,ypecxj to Env. 
(iii) Zf y @FV( f), then 
WI1 outdate, =Kfll OPT, : Env x Qype~y~+ Qypecfj . 
(iv) Zf x # y, then 
update, 0 (update, x Dtypecxj) = update, 0 (update, X Dtypecyj) 0 ac . 
Here ac : Env x Dtypecyj x D~ypecxj -+ Env X Dtype~x~ X Dtypecyj is the isomorphism 
rearranging the last two factors. 
69 update, o ([[f/xl1 x
(vi> If y @V( f ), then 
update, o ([[fWl x 
D ‘ype(*)) = update, . 
D typecyj) = KfWl o update, . 
(vii) Zf x f y, x@FV( g) and y@FV( f), then 
[[f/XII o[[glYll = [[s~Yll”[[f~xll . 
(viii) Zf z # y, then 
przA o[[zly]]oupdate, = przA oupdate, 
: Env x Dtype(y)+ rI Qype(X) . 
XEVar-(2) 
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Proof. parts (i), (ii), (iv), (v), and (viii) follow by composing with prW, for all 
w E Var. 
(iii) Wll”u~date, = ~~fll’“prFV(f.)o~~~~~~y 
by part (ii), provided y gFV( f) . 
(vi) The equation update, 0 ([[fix]] x id) = [[f/x]]oupdate, says that the 
diagram 
Env x Dtype(y) 
Ilf/xllr Dtype( ,)
> Env x Qypew 
i 
UPdLilC,. update, 
Env 
[[l/XII 
I 
>Env 
commutes. Expanding [[f/x]] using part (i), gives the diagram 
/ 
Env x Qype(x)  Qype(y) 
s 
Ilf/‘~llxI-‘,ype(l, ac I \ 
uPdat=,x&x(y) 
EnV x Rypc(y) -Envx D type(?) 
\ 
Y 
UpdLltC, Em x Rypc(y) x &pew update, 
update, X4\pe~~) 
” w 
Env 
llflxll Env 
WEA Env xvD 2 
tYP&Y) 
where 6 = (idEnv, Kfll) x Dtyprcyj and Y = (idEnvxDtypeo,~~ [[fll”prl). But in this 
three-dimensional diagram, the right-hand side commutes by part (iv). The top 
and bottom triangles commute by part (i), and, on the left-hand side, the triangle 
commutes for trivial reasons because it is just rearranging components. The 
rectangle there commutes by part (iii). Hence the main rectangle commutes. 
(vii) To verify the equation 
will o [[g/Y11 = [k/Y11 o Wxll 
when x # y, x @FV( g) and y @FV( f), consider the diagram 
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[lg/yll l[f’xll 
in which the two triangles commute by part (i) and the central diamond 
commutes by part (iii) since ygFV(f). The curvilinear part commutes trivially. 
Hence 
[[f~xll o [k/Y11 
= update, 0 (update, x 
= update, 0 (update, x 
= update, 0 (update, x 
= [k/Yl1° Nf/xll 7 
D typc+)P WE”“, [[gll, Kfll) 
D 
type(Y) I”aco WEnv, [[gll, [[fll) 
D type(y)P WEW Lfll7 Ngll) 
the second equation following from part (iv), the third by the definition of ac, and 
the fourth by symmetry. 0 
3.8. Definition. (i) There is a left action on the set C(X, Env) of generalized 
elements from X to Env by the set 
SameType = {(x, f) 1 x E Var, f E Terms, and type(f) = type(x)} 
(cf. Definitions 2.4 and 3.6) using the rule [[f/x]](p) = [[f/x]]op : X+Env, 
where p : X+ Env is a generalized element of Env and (x, f) E SameType. 
(ii) Similarly, d fi e ne a right action on the set C(X, Env) by the set 
GeneralizedElements = I.J {C(X, Dtypecxj) 1 x E Var} 
using the rule p[dlx] = update, 0 ( p, d) : X- Env, where (d : X-+ Dtyp+)) E 
GeneralizedElements. 
Using the notation 
m(P) = [[fll o P : x--+ Qype(f) ) 
the environments algebra can be expressed in terms of these constructions. 
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3.9. Proposition. (i) (The left-right exchange law.) [[f/x]](p) = p[[[f]](p) ix]. 
(ii) - 
(iii) Uy$FV(f), then [Lfll(~[d~~l) = [[fll(~>. 
(iv) (The right commutative law for y Zx.) 
(P[d~Yl)[d’~xl= (P [d’/xl)[d/Yl .
(4 (wxllP)[dlxl = Ad/xl. 
(vi) (The left-right commutative law.) I_ y $FV( f) and y # x, then 
[Lf~xll(P~~~Yl) = (Kf~xll(P))[~~Yl T 
(vii) (The left commutative law for y # x, x+?FV( g) and y@FV(f).) 
Kf~xllm~~YllP) = [[tT~Yllw~xllP) . 
Proof. These follow directly from Proposition 3.7. 0 
This form of the environment algebra seems as though it ought to be useful. 
However, we have been unable to use it in proving the substitution lemma that 
follows, so it does not actually play any role in the rest of the paper. In the 
substitution lemma we will need the notion of the length of an expression since 
one step in its inductive proof requires induction on the length of the expression. 
3.10. Definition. The length of an expression is defined recursively by the 
following clauses: (i) length(x:a) = 1 if x E Var, (ii) length( fg) = length(f) + 
length(g), (iii) length( Ax: a.f) = length(f) + 1. 
3.11. Proposition. (The substitution lemma) Let f:~, X:T and g:u. Then 
K LOxIs II, = [[sll, o[M~xll,; i.e., the diagram 
Env 
commutes. (Thus, substitution is interpreted by composition with a suitable mor- 
phism.) 
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on the form of g together with 
induction on the length of g (cf. [2]). W e omit type information wherever 
possible. In the case of a lambda expression, Ay.g, we have to show that 
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[[ [f~xl(~Y+?) 11 = [[~Y~~ll”uf~~ll 
= cuw([kll”Wate,) o Wxll , 
using the definition of [[ Ay.g]] f rom Definition 3.4. There are three cases to be 
considered: 
(a) If x = y, then [f/x](hx.g) = (Ax.g), so 
[[ Lf~~l(AW> 11 
= I( A-d11 
= curry( [ [ g]] 0 update,) 
= cuw(bll owda% o ([[f/xl1 x Dtyped) 
(by Proposition 3.7 (vi)) 
= cuw([MPupdate,) o [WI1 , 
= [[Avll a [[frill . 
(b) If xfy and y@FV(f), then [f/x](Ay.g) = Ay.[f/x]g, so 
[[ Wxl(AYd 11 
= [[AY.[f~xlgll 
= curv([[ Wig 11 owdate,) 
= curry( [ [ g]] 0 [[fix]] 0 update,) (by structural induction) 
= curM[MPupdate, o ([WI1 x Qype& 
(by Proposition 3.7(vii) since y $FV( f)) 
= c~w([Ml”~pdate,) o UfWl 
= NAY.dl o Wxll . 
(c) If x f y and y E FV( f), then 
[f/xl(AY.g) = Az.[f/xl[z/Ylg 
where type(z) = type(y), zfx, zfy, and zgFV(f)UFV(g), so 
[[ [f/xl(AY.d 11 
= K~z.[f~xl[z~Ylgll 
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= cuw([[ WIWYI~ 11 ouPda%) 
=cuw(U WYI~ lIW~41~uPdatez) 
(by induction on the length of expressions, 
since [z/y] g is shorter than hy.g) 
= curry(]] [z/ylg 11 OuPdatez o ([will x Qyp+J) 
= cuw([[ Wyl g 11 oupdate, > o W41 
= cuv([Ml~[[ WYI ll~uPdate.)W~4l 
(by structural induction) 
= cuw(Ml ouPdate,) o [WI1 
(by Proposition 3.7(viii), 
since Nsll = Nsll’“PrFV(R) and z9QTd) 
= [[AY.gll o [[frill . 
This completes the proof for all cases. 0 
3.12. Theorem. For terms in the pure typed lambda calculus, 
iff 3 g ) then Nfll = [Ml . 
Proof. (i) We treat the case of P-reductions in detail, so we have to show that the 
reduction (( hx.g)f) + [f/x] g, implies that [[( Ax.g)f]] = [[ [f/~]g]]. By Defini- 
tion 3.4(ii), 
KK~~.df)11, = am,, o ([KAxdlr,+ 7 [[fll, > ) 
where type(x) = type(f) = (T and type(g) = 7. But, dropping type subscripts, 
[[Anc.g)]] =curry([[g]]oupdate,) (by Definition 3.4(iii)), 
and 
([[(Ax.dll, Nfll) = ([[(Ax&II x idjo (id, [[fll) ; 
therefore 
[[(( ~-4fll 
= aPP” (W~.s>lL Kfll) 
= “PP”(~[(~~~~)ll x ~,>” w5”“~ [[fll) 
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=a~~~(curr~(]]gll~update,) x &Jo (idEn”, ]]fll) 
= Kg11 Oupdate, o (idEn”, Nfll) 
= [[g]]o[[f/x]] (by Proposition 3.7(i)) 
= [[ [f/x] g ]] (by the substitution lemma). 
(ii) The othe k’ d f d t’ r m s o re UC ions that have to be considered are a-reductions 
and the three rewrite schemes in Definition 2.3(iv). The rewrite schemes are 
simple exercises in structural induction and a-reduction follows from Proposition 
3.7(viii). 0 
4. The local environments model 
4.1. Discussion. Because of Proposition 3.5, it is tempting to try to define a 
tighter semantics in which the separate environment for each term, Env(f) as 
defined in Definition 3.2, are used and the semantics is defined as a morphism 
Kfll : EnvLf)- Qyprcfj. It is straightforward to set this up (cf. [12]). The 
preceding development then can be carried out until one arrives at the cases in 
the substitution lemma for lambda expressions. The case [f/x1( hx.g) = (hx.g) 
corresponds to P-reduction of a term of the form (hx.Ax.g)f to (Ax.g). Here, it is 
obvious that P-reduction does not preserve free variables since the left-hand side 
includes the free variables off while the right-hand side does not mention fat all. 
This means that the analogue of Theorem 3.12 no longer holds. However, it fails 
in a ‘trivial’ way in that the two sides of [[f]] = [[g]] differ only by a projection 
onto a product of a smaller number of factors. One solution is to label all 
reductions in the operational semantics by sets of variables; e.g., f +x g where X 
is a set of variables containing at least FV( f) and FV( g). The theorem then says 
that if f +X g, then, considered as morphisms from n,,, DtypeCxJ to DtyprCf), it 
does follow that [[f]] = [[g]]. Th’ is is essentially the solution adopted in [9] and 
more or less the solution in [13]. Another solution is to define [[f]]” for any set V 
of variables containing FV( f) as the illustrated composition: 
Then the theorem says that f+ g implies [[f]]” = [[g]]” for any V containing 
FV( f) U FV( g). The details are sufficiently different, particularly in the aspects 
involving substitution, so that we treat them in detail here. 
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4.2. Definition. For each x E Var and f ETerms, update,,f is defined by two 
cases: 
(i) If x E FV( f), then update,,f : Env( Ax.f) X Dtype~x~ + Env( f) is the unique 
morphism such that for every w E FV( f), pr, ~update,,~ = pr,, opr, , if w # x and 
pr, ~update,,~ = pr2. 
(ii) If x$ZFV( f), th en FV( hx.f) = FV( f), so Env( Ax.f) = Env( f) and 
update,,, =pr, : Env(Ax.f) X l-+Env(f) . 
4.3. Definition. For each x E Var, and f,g E Terms with type(x) = type(f), 
[[fix]], is defined by two cases: 
(i) If x E FV( g), then [[fix]], : Env([ f/x]g)+ Env( g) is the unique mor- 
phism such that for every w E FV( g), pr, o[[ fix]], = prM, if w #x, and pr, 0 
[[fWl, = [[fll. 
(ii) If x@FV(g), then FV([f/x]g)=FV(g) so Env([f/x]g)=Env(g), and 
Nf~xll, = id,,,,,, : Env( [ f/x] g) + Env( g) . 
For the last definition to make sense, we need the following lemma. 
4.4. Lemma. FV([f/x]g)=ifxEFV(g) thenFV(f)lJ(FV(g)-{x})elseFV(g). 
Proof. The proof is by cases on the form of g and by induction on the length 
ofg. 0 
4.5. Definition. Let L be a pure A-calculus with substitution based on B. 
(i) A type interpretation of L in C, as in Definition 3.2, consists of a function 
D : type+ obj(C) such that: 
(a) If b E B, then D(b) E obj(C) is some user chosen object in C. 
(b) o([a+ ~1) = [D(a)+ D(T)]C. 
As before, we write D, for o(a). 
(ii) The (local environments) term interpretation function [[-I] : Terms+ 
mar(C) assigns to each term f in L a morphism [[f]] : Env( f) + 
D 
tYPc(f)' These morphisms are defined recursively by the clauses: 
(a) If x E Var, then [[XII = %t”pe(x) : Rypc(x) - Dq&X). 
(b) If f : [a-t T] and g:u, then 
(c) Let x E Var and f E Terms. If x E FV( f ), then 
[[Ax.fll = cuw([[f II o wdate,,f) : Env( Ax.f) -+ [D~ype(xl -+ DtypeJ , 
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else 
Part (b) makes sense since [[f]] : Em(f)-+ [D, + D,] and [[g]] : Env( g) 
+ 4. Now EnKfd) = ~wEFv~f~UFV~g~ Qypecwj so there are generalized projec- 
tions 
p’FV( f) : EnV(( fg>) + EN f> and P’FV(K) : EnVK Ad)+ EnV( s> . 
Thus 
while app,,,, : [Du + D,] x D,+ D,. 
To make sense of part (c), we have to clarify what morphism is being curried. If 
x E FV( f), then update,,f : Env( hx.f) x Dtype~x~ + Env( f), so 
Hence, 
as desired. If x @FV( f), then update,,f = pr, : Env( Ax.f) X l+ Env( f), so as 
before. 
curv([[fll oupda%f) : EnvW.f)- [I+ DtrpeJ . 
4.6. Proposition. (The local environments algebra) 
(i) Zf x E FV(g), then Will, = update,,,O (prFVC,,.,,, llfll”~r~v~~~)~ else 
Wxll, =update,,,o bFV(hx g)7 1). 
(ii) vFV(h) o [[f’xll(hk) = [[fixllh oprFV([f/x]h) ) 
vFV(k) ’ [[f’Xll(hk) = [[f’xllk oprFV([f/x]k) . 
(iii> update, R = update,,, o(llf~~ll~~x.,~ x DtypeCx)). 
(iv) Zf y @FV, then 
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(4 tt tzlyl llgou~datez,~z,,~g =update,,, . 
Proof. (i) This says that the diagram 
commutes, which follows by considering the projections onto the factors of 
Env( 8). 
(ii) The first e quation here says that the diagram 
Env([fix](hk))a Env((hk)) 
I 
PrFv([f/x]/t) prFv(lr) 
Ilf’*ll,, 
Env([f/x]h) M E&h) 
commutes, which follows by considering the projections onto the factors of 
Env(h). The second equation is proved similarly. 
(iii) Since x gFV(hx.g), [[f/~]]~~~,~, = idEnvChx,h), so this is immediate. 
(iv) This says that the diagram 
Env(h~Wxlg) x QypeCy) 
~~~d~‘~~.ll/,]p 
> Env ([f/xl s) 
I 
= 
Env(Wxl(hx.g)) x QypeCyI 
I 
llf'xll(A, n)X%w\~) 
EnvChx.d x Qypecyj 
,I 
llf’xll, 
update,,, 
Env(d 
commutes, which follows by considering the projections onto the factors of 
Env( g). The equality in the upper left-hand corner follows from FV( hy.[fl 
x]g) = FV([f/x](A.g)) which is a simple computation using Lemma 4.4. 
(v) This says that the diagram 
Env(Ay.[f/xl[zly]g) X Dtype~y) 
update,.[f/rl[z/vlfi 
‘Env(Wxl[z~~]g) 
I= I 
4, 
E+l.r/ flvll )1 1, o\\ x Dtypecy) L Env(Az.[z/yld X Dtypew 
\ i 
= 
IIf'xll(*, &.)"Dtype(r) 
EnvPy.d x Rype~yj , 
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commutes, which follows by considering the projections onto the factors of 
Env( g). The many equalities follow from similar equalities for sets of free 
variables, which are exercises using Lemma 4.4. 0 
4.7. Proposition. (The substitution lemma) Let x E Var and f,g E Terms with 
type(x) = type(f). Then [[ [f/x]g]] = [[g]]o[[flx]],; i.e., the diagram 
commutes. 
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on the form of g together with 
induction on the length of g. We omit type information wherever possible. 
(i) The left-hand side is [f/x1x = f by Definition 2.4(ii), so [[ [f/x1x ]] = [[f]], 
while the right-hand side is [[xl] 0 [[f/x]], = idU,ype(x) 0 [[f/x]], = [[f]] by Defini- 
tions 4S(ii) and 4.3(i), since type(x) = type(f) and [[f/~]]~ : Env([f/x]x)- 
Env(x) : Env(f)+ DtrpeCfj. 
(ii) [flx]y = y, if y fx, so [[ [f/x]y ]] = [[y]] = idntvpuC,). On the other hand, 
again by Definition 4S(ii), since Env(y) = DtypeCyj. 
(iii) [f/x](hk) = (([flx]h)([fix]k)) by Definition 2.4(iv), so [[ [flx](hk) ]I 
= ]] (Lf~xlh>(Lf~~l~>ll 
= aPP” ([[ Wxlh llOprFV([f/x[~~)~ [[ [fixlk ll”prFV([fix~k~) 
= aPP” ~~~~ll”~~f~~]l,oprFV([f/x]h)~ ~~kllo~~fixll~oprFV([firl~~~ 
(by structural induction, or, equally well, 
by induction on the length of the expression) 
=app”([Pllopr (by p posI;z;); ,;,,,,,,,I [[kilo prF”(k) ’ [[f’XllW)) . . 
~appo~~~~loprFV~~~~~~~klloprFV~~~~o~~~~xll~~Xi 
= N(hk)ll o W~ll~~k). 
(iv) If g is a lambda expression, hy.g, then we have to show that 
[[ Wxl(~Y43 11 
= ~~~Y.~ll~~~f~~ll~*,.,, 
= curv([kll outdate,,,) o W~ll~~~.~~ , 
using the definition of [[ hy.g]] f rom Definition 4.5(ii). There are three cases to be 
considered: 
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(a) If x = y, then [f/x1( Ax.g) = (Ax.g), so 
H Wxl(~xd 11 
= K( ~~~S>ll 
= cuw([kll oupdafex,g) 
= cuw(Ml owda%.g o ([W41~hx.g~  Qyp+~N 
(by Proposition 4.6(iii)) 
= ~~~~~(~~sll~~~~~~~,,,~~~~f~~ll~~,.,, 
= [[Ax.gll o[w~ll~*x.,, . 
(b) If x fy and y$FV(f), then [f/x](Ay.g) = Ay.[f/x]g, so 
11 Wxl(Ay.g) II 
= llAY.lf~xlg II 
= curry(l1 [f/Xlg 11 “UPdateiy.[fix]g) 
= curry( [ [ g]] 0 [[fix]], 0 update,,,f,X,s) by structural induction 
= curv([[sll outdate,,, o ([[f~xllA,, K) x Dtypecvj)) 
(by Proposition 4.6(iv) since y gFV( f)) 
= cuw([[gll ou~datey,g)o [Wallop,.,, 
= I[Ay.gll o [[f~41~~y.g~ . 
(c) If x # y and y E FV( f), then 
Wxl(Ay.d = Az.[f~xl[z~ylg 
where type(z) = type(y), zfx, zfy, and z@FV(f)UFV(g), so 
[[ Wxl(Ay.g) 11 
= [~~~Lf~~l[z~yl~ll 
= curry(ll LfMzblg 11 oupdate,,,fixl,zl.“ln) 
= curry(ll [zlylg 11 oW~ll,z~ylg oupdate,,,fl~l,,lylp) T 
(by induction on the length of expressions, 
since [ziy]g is shorter than Ay.g), 
= curry(K b/ylg 11 owdatez,,z,,lg o ([[f~~ll~~~.~~ x Dtypeczj))7 
(by Proposition 4.6(v), since z $FV( f)) 
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= curry(U Wylg lI~update,,~,,,l,)~[[f~xll,,.,, J 
= curry(llgl1 o 11 WYI 11, oupdate,.,,lylg) ollf~xll~.+,, 
(by structural induction) 
=currY(llgllOuPdate,.,)Oll”f~xll~*,.,, 
(by Proposition 4.6(vi), since z @FV( g)) 
= ~~~Y.gll~~~f~xll~*,.,, . 
This completes the proof for all cases. 17 
4.8. Definition. Let f E Terms and let V be a subset of Var containing FV( f). 
Then we introduce the notation [[f]lv = [[f]]oprv. 
4.9. Theorem. Zff 3 g, then for any V 2 W(f) U FV( g), [[f]lv = [[ g]lv. 
Proof. As before, we just treat the case of P-reductions, so we have to show that 
the reduction (( hx.g)f) j [f/x] g, implies that K(~x~g)fll~ = 11 Wxlg II,. BY 
Definition 4S(ii), 
[[ (chx.g)f ]] = app,,,o ([[Ax'g]] oprFV(hx.g), [[f]hrFV(f)) 
where type(x) = type(f) = (T and type(g) = 7. Suppose first that x E FV( g). Then, 
dropping type subscripts, 
11 (( Ax.g)f 11 
= appo (llAx.gll 'prFV(hx.&+ [[f]]"prFV(f)> 
= app”(llhx.gll x llfl1° hFV(hx.g), PrFV(f)) 
=aPP"([[(Ax.g)]] xid~ I7 )o(i‘kw x ~[f]])"(~rFV(,,,)~~rFV(~)) 
= am0 (curry(llgll Oupdate,,& x id,J 
o(idEnv ’ llfl1° bF"(hx.g), PrFV(f)) 
= [[g]]oupdatex,,o (prFV(hx.g)j [[f]] 'PrFV(f)) 
= [[g]]o[[f/x]], (by Proposition 4.6(i)) 
= 11 [f/xl g 11 (by the substitution lemma). 
If x @FV( g), then the last three lines are replaced by: 
= [[~]I0 updatex,, ’ h-FV(hx.g), [[fll ‘P’FV(f) > 
= [klhr~o bFV(hx.g)? [[fll oprFV(f)) 
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= [[g]]o[[f/x]], (by Definition 4.3(ii)). 
This completes the proof in all cases. 0 
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